New Course to be Offered to Seniors Provided That Sufficient Number Respond

To BEGIN WITH SECOND TERM

Aiming upon the request of M. S. Davis of Signal Officer of the U. S. Army, that the teachers of the subject "Electrical Work" in the various schools should have the facilities of education in the Department of Engineering at Illinois, the Institute has proposed to extend this subject to students who desire to enter the service of the Department of Engineering. The first application of the subject should be to the students in the Broad Application to every trade. The latter is also considering the feasibility of establishing a special course each student is expected to complete in his decree. It is expected that a different course will be held each year, and that the course will be marked by the same high standard of excellence as that of the previous year. The course will begin January 1, and will continue for fifteen weeks, ending a few days before the final examinations. The amount of work required in the course is determined each year. The course will be held during the winter months, and will include a number of lectures, demonstrations, and experiments. The course will be open to all students who have completed the necessary preliminary work.

A. L. E. To Meet Tonight

The Arkansas Institute of Electrical Engineering will hold a meeting tonight at 7:30, at which a paper will be presented on the subject "Effects of Water Conditions on the Electrical Insulation of Transformers." The paper will be read by Prof. E. N. Jordan of the Electrical Engineering Department. The meeting will be held in the room assigned to the Institute.

FINANCIAL REPORTS AND OUTLINES OF FUTURE POLICIES GIVEN BY REPRESENTATIVE OF MORE IMPORTANT STUDENT ACTIVITIES

The next meeting of the Student Society is to be held Friday evening at 7:30 in the Tech Office. A feature of the meeting will be the presentation of the official report on the activities and future policies of the student society. The report will be given by a representative of a prominent student organization.

ALUMNI ADVISORY COUNCIL CONVENSES

The report from the Advisory Council for the current year will be presented at the meeting. The report will cover the progress of the various student organizations and societies, and will give an outline of the future policies and programs of the student body. The report will be followed by a discussion of the recommendations and suggestions of the Student Council, and a vote will be taken on the proposed budget for the coming year.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY TO HEAR PRESENTATION ON INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH

The next meeting of the Chemical Society is to be held Friday evening at 7:30 in the Tech Office. The feature of the meeting will be the presentation of a paper on "Industrial Research," by a representative of a prominent industrial firm. The paper will cover the progress of industrial research, and will give an outline of the future policies and programs of the industrial firm.